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How Flash Changes Everything 

Today, it is quite likely that your company is facing a growing crisis in storage. 

• Your overall storage footprint and your IOPS are growing exponentially; but 

• Your budgets for new equipment, power, space, cooling, and staff are all flat! 

Accommodating exponential growth on flat spend seems intractable, and yet servers and networks have 
been getting exponentially faster and cheaper following Moore’s Law for decades. Storage has failed to 
keep pace because of mechanical disk. While capacity and cost have grown explosively, hard drive 
performance has been flat. As a result, the performance per GB of disk (its IOPS density) has been getting 
exponentially slower! 

Flash memory is key to resolving this crisis. Like servers and networks, solid-state flash gets faster and 
cheaper over time. But flash has not yet had a comparable impact in your data center. Why? 

• Flash is too expensive---enterprise-grade flash typically costs more than $40 per GB; 

• The less costly MLC flash isn’t currently reliable enough for enterprise workloads; and 

• Flash form factors currently lack the reliability, scale, and ease-of-integration of disk-based arrays. 

Pure Storage set out with a simple mission: to create a purpose-built storage array that overcomes these 
barriers. The result is the Pure Storage FlashArray and its tightly-coupled software, the Purity Operating 
Environment. When compared to a disk array, the FlashArray is: 

• 10X faster (on both IOPS and latency); 

• 10X more efficient in power, space, and cooling; 

• More reliable on enterprise workloads; 

• So simple that it installs in minutes; and 

• Less costly than the $5 per GB that is the going rate for performance disk. 

We achieved these breakthroughs via a holistic redesign of the storage architecture for solid-state. First, we 
set out to use software to harden less-expensive flash. With Purity, even MLC can support years of multi-
100,000 write IOPS workloads. Second, we sought to drive down the cost per GB to well below that for 
performance disk today. To that end, Purity employs global deduplication and compression to achieve 5-
20X data reduction without sacrificing sub-millisecond latency. 

Pure Storage is the first all-flash storage array to meet the availability, reliability, and scale requirements of 
the enterprise, while reducing flash storage to a price point that makes it cost effective for widespread 
deployment.  With flash memory cheaper, more power efficient, more reliable and easier than performance 
disk, why would you ever buy disk? 
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Increasing Demand for Storage I/O… Shrinking Supply 

According to Intel, from 1996 to 2010, CPU performance increased 175X while hard drive performance only 
improved by 1.3X. Given the exponential growth in disk drive capacity over the same period (via Kryder’s 
Law), the I/O capacity per GB of mechanical disk has dropped 1000-fold over the same period.  Thus, from 
the perspective of a CPU doing random I/O, hard drives have slowed down 100,000-fold just since the 
advent of the World-Wide Web. Such trends are not sustainable, and the increase in randomization of I/O 
workloads is only exacerbating the problem. 

 

Virtualization: The I/O Blender 

The widespread adoption of virtualization technologies has had a profound impact on the efficiency of the 
data center.  Server consolidation ratios now routinely achieve 20-to-1 consolidation per physical server, 
and that number climbs with every new processor generation.  But virtualization presents an added 
challenge for storage; it means multiplexing distinct I/O workloads on a single “pipe”, causing a sharp 
increase in random I/O from the perspective of the storage.  Random I/O is the toughest I/O for disk to 
handle, requiring costly millisecond seeks and rotations between each microsecond transfer.  So, while 
customers have seen tremendous ROI via server consolidation, they then have to turn around and give a 
big chunk of those savings back to their storage vendor.  As end-users continue to virtualize more 
performance intensive applications (such as databases and desktops via VDI), disk will only get further and 
further behind.  

The Old Answer: More and More Disk 

With hard drives, more performance means more spindles.  Provisioning more disk works, but now data 
center owners are deploying racks of half-empty hard drives to keep up with performance.  This approach 
wastes storage capacity, space, and the power required to spin all those disks, ultimately driving up the 
cost per GB usable two to four times their cost per GB raw. 

The New Answer: Flash Memory 

Flash memory has the potential to transform enterprise storage: It is faster as well as more space and 
power efficient than mechanical disk. And the IOPS performance of flash roughly scales linearly per GB 
rather than per spindle. So why hasn’t the flash revolution hit the data center yet? 
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Flash Deployments Stalled by Cost and Complexity 

Flash Pricing Itself Out of the Market 

In a world where disk-based high-performance storage typically costs approximately $5/GB (raw; $10-15/GB 
usable), flash has priced itself out of the market at $30-100/GB.  The chart below shows approximate street 
prices for flash architectures in the market today (normalized to HA deployments):   

 

Much of the early adoption of flash has come via the insertion of PCIe cards within servers.  The challenge 
with server-local storage is that it is generally incompatible with existing virtualization and database 
architectures, requiring instead a great deal of complex application programming to address partitioning, 
replication, and automated failover. Few end-users have the luxury of redesigning their infrastructures from 
scratch for server-local storage the way Google and Facebook have.  

Arrays Remain the Optimal Form Factor for Data Center Storage 

For two decades, storage has been on a path from the server-attached model to the more flexible, more 
efficient shared storage array (SAN or NAS).  Storage arrays are easy to adopt, as they are plug-compatible 
with current systems, and they are well optimized for existing application infrastructure like databases and 
virtualization.   Arrays also deliver features that business-critical workloads depend upon: high availability 
(HA), snapshots, backup, multi-parity RAID and self-healing from failures, replication, and many more.  Of 
course, shared storage arrays allow you to more easily rebalance CPU and storage capacity to maximize 
utilization across both. With server-resident storage, the ratio between CPU and storage media is fixed, 
making it expensive to deal with capacity or performance expansion. 

Mixing Disk and Flash: The Performance Dice Roll 

On the other end of the spectrum, traditional disk-based array vendors are integrating large amounts of 
flash (as flash cache, flash tier, or both), espousing it as a “miracle cure” for your performance problems.  
While everyone agrees that flash is faster, more power and space efficient, the consensus view is that flash 
is just too expensive to use across an entire array. The principal alternative to the all-flash array would be 
the flash/SATA disk hybrid, where either an administrator or the array controller ensures that the most 
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active data resides in flash and the less active on SATA disk. 

While this architecture sounds great on paper, the challenges will be similar to when hybrids were tried 
between disk and tape: 

• The complexity of optimizing widely disparate storage media within a single controller architecture 

• Performance predictability in the face of the enormous latency differences between the tiers   

 

 

The orange line represents a single Pure Storage FlashArray controller, where latency is flat at <1ms across 
its entire operating range. The blue line represents a typical disk array, where average latency starts at 
~5ms, and steadily climbs to 20+ ms as IOPS load increases. This illustrates the core challenge of hybrid 
architectures:  if you have both types of storage in your controller, which of these results will represent the 
I/O you care about? You just don’t know whether you’ll get SATA disk latency or flash latency. The result is 
that while a flash cache may improve the ‘average’ performance of a disk array, it won’t predictably deliver 
the sub-millisecond performance that flash is capable of.   This is especially true for applications that 
generate random I/O patterns such as databases, virtual machines and email servers. 

To make matters worse, the caching/tiering model concentrates the write-intensive work on a relatively 
small pool of flash, thereby requiring the highest-cost flash.  Further, the chunk size for moving data from 
disk to flash tends to be multi-megabyte (mechanical disk does not perform well on fine-grained mappings).  
If you have just one “hot” 4K block, it can pin >99% cold data in flash, requiring much more of that 
expensive flash to contain the application working set.  As a result, hybrids can actually cost more than a 
purpose-built all-flash array in terms of $/GB usable.   

Purpose-Building an Enterprise Array for Flash  

While comparing flash to hard drives, flash is in some ways better (faster, smaller, more power efficient, 
more reliable); in some ways worse (endurance, longevity, performance variability); and in other ways just 
different (read/write asymmetry, erase in blocks).  Most approaches to delivering flash today involve taking 
an existing array design that was optimized for many years for spinning disk, and retrofitting it with a flash 
cache tier.  We realized that a retrofit couldn’t deliver the full capabilities of solid-state to enterprise storage.   
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Optimized for Data Dispersion and Constant Motion 

Traditional disk arrays are optimized to avoid seek and rotational latency: 1) keep data as contiguous as 
possible and avoid fragmentation, and 2) once data has landed on disk, rarely if ever move it.  For flash, you 
optimize very differently: First, there is no seek and rotation penalty, so fragmentation of the data (such as 
for deduplication) does not entail a performance penalty. In fact, by dispersing data, you can achieve higher 
levels of parallelism.  Second, flash requires periodic data refresh, because if you charge a flash cell and 
don’t touch it for a long time, the charge (data) can dissipate. Flash arrays then, are required to  auto-
refresh data that means relocating it, and hence affords the opportunity to further optimize the data layout.   

Flash Virtualization and Fine-Grained Allocation 

Virtualization of flash is far easier to accomplish than virtualizing disk, because with disk the LUN layout and 
alignment with the underlying spindles has a significant impact on performance.  And even when disk is 
virtualized as it is in more modern arrays, the sector size tends to be large to avoid too much seeking and 
rotating.  Flash is more akin to DRAM in accommodating a much finer granularity of sector size, wasting far 
less space, minimizing write amplification, reducing alignment concerns and enabling dramatically more 
effective data deduplication.  Implementing such a fine-grained mapping requires reliably keeping track of 
trillions of items, and cannot realistically be accommodated within existing disk-centric array architectures. 

Tuned to the Unique Failure Modes of Flash 

Rotating disks and flash devices fail differently.  Hard drives are known for their more catastrophic failures, 
going from working to useless very quickly.  While flash SSDs can also have catastrophic failures, they are 
more likely to experience partial failures.  Flash devices get less reliable as they are successively rewritten, 
which can lead to higher error rates over time.  Aging flash devices are more likely to exhibit bit errors, 
wherein data is corrupted but undetected in the error-correcting code within the drive.  A purpose-built 
flash array re-implements RAID, resiliency, and data integrity to optimize for the unique failure modes of 
flash, instead of simply using disk-centric RAID schemes on flash SSDs. 

Array-Wide vs. Intra-SSD Flash Management  

If you remove the cover of a flash SSD, what you’ll see is a mini storage system, with its own controller and 
data layout.  If you simply take an existing disk-centric array and fill it with 100s of SSDs, what you get is 
100+ tiny storage systems working independently, with no awareness of one another.  A purpose-built flash 
array aggregates flash into one large pool, and implements flash management services across the entire 
array.  That delivers higher efficiency, lower cost, and higher resiliency. 
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Pure Storage’s Unique Approach 

Pure Storage has taken a completely different approach to flash, by architecting a storage platform from the 
ground-up with a simple goal in mind: drive the cost of flash below the cost of performance disk, enabling 
widespread adoption in the data center.  It sounds almost too good to be true, but when you free yourself 
from the incremental thinking of just improving the existing disk model and architect fresh for Flash, 
disruptive innovation is indeed possible.  Here’s the recipe: 

 

 1. Re-Architect from Scratch for 100% Flash 

Starting from the premise that array storage would consist entirely of flash allowed Pure 
Storage to avoid the inefficiencies in conventional disk-based designs partially populated with flash 
devices. For example, Pure Storage Arrays optimize data placement and movement once, rather than once 
per flash device. Performance is achieved by parallelism rather than through the use of expensive 
components. Wear leveling occurs across the entire array, extending device life. Combined, these factors 
make it possible to employ the lowest-cost MLC flash. The challenge with MLC flash is that it has lower 
performance and longevity.  In tiering/caching architectures SLC is required, as a very small amount of flash 
is being asked to absorb the majority of storage I/O.  Pure Storage’s approach is opposite: we take a very 
large pool of MLC flash, and leverage redundancy and intelligent software to ensure higher longevity, 
reliability, and performance.  The result is an array with 100Ks of IOPS, enterprise-class reliability, and a 5-7+ 
year lifespan, even at sustained maximum load. 

 2. Design for Enterprise-Class High Availability and Scale 

Typical flash appliances deliver small footprints of flash, with minimal or no redundancy, 
leaving high availability an exercise for the end user.  In any storage system, the HA 
architecture and design is inherent in the overall product architecture, and difficult or 

impossible to retro-fit afterwards.  Pure Storage arrays are designed from the ground-up for High 
Availability and scale, enabling controller redundancy without doubling the Flash through Mirroring, and 
enabling scalability into 100s of TBs usable for true enterprise consolidation use cases. 

 3. Optimize Cost with High-Performance Inline Deduplication and Compression 

Deduplication and compression are powerful technologies popularized in the backup world 
to save storage space, however they haven’t been commonly used in primary storage for 
one reason: they are slow on disk.  Deduplicating data results in a highly scattered data 

pattern across your array, a performance nightmare for typical disk.  Well, what disk hates flash loves….it 
turns out that deduplication and compression can actually improve the performance of an all-flash array.  
Data dispersion helps flash take advantage of its parallelism, and reducing the number of writes (the more 
difficult operation for Flash) can make the entire array faster, an advantage that will only scale as CPUs get 
faster.  Pure Storage has built global, inline deduplication and compression right into the fabric of the Pure 
Storage Array (so inherent to the architecture that you can’t even turn it off), and the result is 5-20x data 
reduction in even the highest performance-sensitive environments such as databases and virtual machines. 
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Introducing the Pure Storage FlashArray™ 

The Pure Storage FlashArray was architected to 
embrace the strengths of flash and overcome its 
limitations.  Accomplishing this takes a holistic rethink 
of the storage architecture for solid-state.  The 
resulting product, the FlashArray, and its tightly 
coupled software, the Purity Operating Environment, 
delivers on these key capabilities:  

• Resiliency, Compatibility and Scalability.  
Today’s typical flash appliances come up short of 
the enterprise array feature set, delivering small 
footprints of flash, with minimal or no redundancy 
across the controller nodes or flash cards.  Such 
designs leave high availability an exercise for the 
end user.  The FlashArray is a fully redundant 
enterprise array in terms of its reliability, with 
controller software that self-heals from media failures.  Moreover, the FlashArray supports standard 
array interconnects (like Fibre Channel) and scales from 10s to 100s of TBs. 

• Lower cost than Performance Disk. Virtually all of the flash solutions on the market today cost 5-10X 
more in terms of dollars per GB usable than disk-based solutions.  We accomplish this with high 
performance inline deduplication and compression.  Deduplication and compression are powerful 
technologies popularized in the backup world to save space, but to date they have not been effective 
for primary storage because of performance.  It turns out that deduplication and compression can 
actually improve the performance of an all-flash array: data dispersion helps flash take advantage of 
flash’s higher parallelism, and reducing the number of writes (the more difficult operation for flash) can 
extend the life of the flash.  Pure Storage has built global, inline deduplication and compression right 
into the fabric of the Pure Storage FlashArray, resulting in 5-20X data reduction in even the most 
performance sensitive applications. 

The Purity Operating Environment 

The core innovation at the heart of the FlashArray is the Purity Operating Environment, a storage operating 
system designed from the ground up for flash: 
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Purity is a departure from traditional storage system design, by delivering levels of virtualization, 
performance, and reliability simply not possible in its disk-centric predecessors.  The foundation of Purity is 
a global virtualization layer, which abstracts individual SSDs into a large pool of flash, and manages layout, 
wear leveling, and so on across the entire pool.  Purity virtualizes the underlying flash into 512-byte blocks, 
and attunes its data layout to the flash’s unique geometry.  Purity also provides continuous background 
optimization, systematically relocating data to improve longevity, utilization, performance, and space 
savings, and to check for and heal integrity issues. 

On top of its base layer of virtualization, Purity implements three key services: 

1. Inline Data Reduction.  To deliver flash at below the cost of traditional disk storage, Purity implements 
a variety of inline data reduction technologies, including global deduplication, compression, and thin 
provisioning.  These data reduction services are so deeply integrated within Purity that they cannot be 
turned off.  Unlike traditional disk arrays where these technologies would harm performance, data 
reduction in Purity actually improves both write performance and flash longevity.  These services work 
down to a 512-byte block size, delivering an unprecedented level of data reduction across a wide 
range of enterprise applications. 

2. Enterprise Reliability and Scale.  To meet the 24x7 needs of the enterprise, Purity delivers true 
active/active controller high availability, enabling resiliency via redundancy and self-healing from 
failures.  For data protection, Purity delivers RAID-3D™, a new collection of RAID algorithms re-
designed for the unique failure characteristics of flash.  And to protect against bit errors, Purity 
implements end-to-end data integrity validation, check-summing data at ingest and comparing data to 
its checksum at all subsequent steps in its lifetime.  To deliver the scalability essential to the 
enterprise, the FlashArray supports deployments ranging from 10s to 100s of TBs of usable flash. 

3. Consistent Sub-millisecond Performance.  Finally, a key design goal of the FlashArray is consistently 
high performance.  Purity implements a number of techniques to not only deliver sub-millisecond 
latency at 100,000s of IOPS, but a very narrow window of latency distribution to ensure that 
applications need not plan for worst-case I/Os. Finally, there are none of the contention and hotspots 
that plague disk-centric arrays with Pure Storage: one 100TB LUN performs the same as one hundred 
1TB LUNs. 
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Transforming the Economics of Tier 1 Storage 

Now that we’ve shared a bit of our recipe and hopefully gotten you to believe in purpose-built all-flash 
approach, let’s look more comprehensively at the benefits of flash.  It turns out that flash isn’t just faster 
storage, it is better storage, across every major dimension. 

 

  

Since Pure Storage is 100% flash, delivering performance is a given: 10x the IOPS; 10x reduction in latency, 
and that latency is consistently sub-millisecond unlike disk or disk/flash hybrids.  If your applications are I/O 
bound, increasing your storage performance will directly translate into higher application performance, a 
more compelling user experience, and the headroom to tackle ever more interesting problems. 

 
However, even if you aren’t pushing performance limits, faster storage is also much easier to manage.  A 
significant portion of storage administrator time is typically consumed by performance troubleshooting---the 
black art of avoiding contention on spinning disks.  With all flash, all LUNs are fast, all the time. Also 
consider that in the average storage deployment, the cost of racking, powering, and cooling a storage array 
(its OPEX) over a 3-year lifespan is as much or more than its initial acquisition price (CAPEX). Pure Storage 
arrays typically consume less than 1/10th the space and 1/10th the power of a traditional legacy disk array per 
TB stored, meaning that the total cost of ownership (TCO) of a Pure Storage Array over a 3-year lifespan is 
dramatically less than a traditional disk array. 
 
Finally, in most environments flash storage allows for greater consolidation in the server tier.  Faster storage 
allows your existing servers to do more, so fewer servers (and software licenses) are needed to 
accommodate the same workload and level performance.  
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Conclusion 

Solid-state flash is arguably the biggest dislocator to hit storage since the original advent of shared storage 
arrays that helped launch EMC and the introduction of NAS that drove Network Appliance’s success. 
Today’s storage is collectively carrying the baggage of decades of specialization to spinning hard drives. By 
unshackling your applications and data from mechanical disk, you can enable a quantum leap forward: real-
time analytics, richer OLTP, virtualization of performance-intensive applications; greater consolidation; or 
any combination thereof.  You decide.  And the resulting storage products are far less complex. Imagine 
storage management unfettered by carving LUNs, choosing RAID geometry, or trying to troubleshoot 
workload interference and variable latency. Imagine storage whose performance scales linearly per GB, not 
just per spindle!  

The initial impact will be order of magnitude improvements in performance, power, space, and 
manageability. But over time you can expect another wave of advancement as databases, virtualization 
platforms, and file systems evolve to better leverage solid-state storage. 

So will flash kill the disk drive?  Yes and no.  Disk continues to make impressive advances in capacity, so 
any use case where capacity matters and performance doesn’t will continue to be served by disk.  But for 
any workload that is performance-centric, we believe that flash is the better technology, and over the 
coming decade, will completely replace performance disk, providing higher performance, higher reliability, 
far simpler operation, as well as lower cost. 

With the major hurdles to flash adoption overcome, and the cost of an all-flash solution now below the cost 
of disk, why buy disk?  We hope you’ll consider the all-flash approach when planning for your next storage 
refresh, and if you have an application that is falling-down under the performance constraints of traditional 
disk storage, we’d love the opportunity to show you the difference flash can make to your business. 
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